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“It is better to prevent and prepare rather than to repent and repair”



“Mergers and
Acquisitions refers to
an aspect of

corporate strategy”

What are other advantages of mergers and
acquisitons for corporations? 2



A big advantage for corporation is that can
gain a large incremental increases in market

share improving a economy of scale and
requiere new technology and expertise 3



But what are Mergers and Acquisitions?

It talks ofMERGER when two or more
companies decide join their equities and form a

new one (usually bigger)
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It talks of ACQUISITIONS when a company
purchases  enough shares and/or other assets from

another one to take over it without merging their equities.5



In both cases the goal is to create value

Merger Acquisitions

a number of process have been originated by the
entrepreneurs´ necessity for develop and consolidated their

activities into a determined industry 6



However, some actors try to acquire
enterprises in order to increase the value

and finally sell it at a higher price
7



Types of mergers

According his
corporate structure

merger by creating a new company

Merger by absorption
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According the strategy
which the merger is done

Horizontal merger:

Vertical merger:

Conglomerate:
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Between enterprises in the same
product market and at the same

level of the production or
distribution cycle.

between enterprises that
operate at different levels

of the production or
distribution cycle.

between enterprises
operating in different

markets.
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Horizontal and Vertical Mergers
Raw Material

Producer/Supplier
Raw Material

Producer/Supplier
Raw Material

Producer/Supplier

Manufacturer Manufacturer Manufacturer

Wholesaler Wholesaler Wholesaler

Retailer Retailer Retailer

Consumer Consumer Consumer
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To diversify the areas of activity and thereby to reduce business risks.

To achieve optimum size so as to reap the benefits of economy of scale.

To cut down the duplicate expenses and thereby to improve the profitability.

To serve the customer better

Motivation for Mergers
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• Mergers especially horizontal reduces the number of players and
consequently the competition in the market.

• Mergers amongst rivals is invariably unfriendly to consumers.

• Mergers often results in increased market share and thereby leads to
dominance which makes the resultant enterprise complacent.

Adverse Effects of Mergers
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Questions to discuss
(discussion in working team)

1. What does “Synergy” mean?.

2. According your previous knowledge, propose a short business example where you
can identify the “Synergy”.

3. On your example above proposed how this synergy was shown.
4. What is a “Takeover”?.

5. In your own words define “proxy contests”.



Slide 9. http://mije.org/richardprince/hispanic-journalists-oppose-nbc-comcast-merger

Mandatory Videos:

What Makes a Good Merger?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INUfKoVyVuA&feature=related

Mergers and Acquisitions
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-t6zD5G4bk
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http://mije.org/richardprince/hispanic-journalists-oppose-nbc-comcast-merger
http://www.youtube.com/watch

